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Alteo Collection
Alteo

45800-4-CP Alteo(R) single-handle bathroom sink faucet

Features
Metal construction
One piece, self-contained ceramic disc valve allows both volume
& temperature control
Temperature memory allows faucet to be turned off and off at any
temperature setting
Pop-up drain with lift rod and tailpiece

With sleek, confident curves inspired by nature, the Alteo faucet
collection exudes a self-assured simplicity. Designed to deliver
exceptional quality at an approachable price, the Alteo collection
features fluid design that complement a wide range of decor.

Color/Finish Options

Polished Chrome (CP) Vibrant Brushed (BN)

Alteo

45102-4-BN Alteo(R)Widespread bathroom sink faucet, 1.2 gpm

Features
Two lever handles offer separate control of hot and cold water
Includes metal pop-up drain with 1-1/4" tailpiece
1.2 gpm (4.5 lpm) maximum flow rate at 60 psi (4.14 bar)
4-1/2" (114 mm) spout reach
Coordinates with Alteo faucets, accessories, and showering
components to complete your bathroom

With sleek, confident curves inspired by nature, the Alteo faucet
collection exudes a self-assured simplicity. Designed to deliver
exceptional quality at an approachable price, the Alteo collection
features fluid design lines that complement a wide range of decor.

Color/Finish Options

Vibrant Brushed (BN)



Devonshire Collection

393-N4-CP Devonshire(R) centerset bathroom sink faucet with lever
handles

Features
Two-handle centerset lavatory faucet for 4" centers
KOHLER ceramic disc valves exceed industry longevity standards for a
lifetime of durability
Completes Devonshire design solutions with KOHLER fixtures and
accessories
Part of the Devonshire faucet collection

Color/Finish Options

Polished Chrome (CP)

394-4-CP Devonshire(R) widespread bathroom sink faucet with lever
handles

Features
Two lever handles allow for both volume & temperature control
6-3/8" (162 mm) spout reach
1.2 gpm (4.5 Ipm) maximum flow rate at 60 psi (4.14 bar)
Includes metal pop-up drain with 1-1/4" tailpiece

Color/Finish Options

Polished Chrome (CP) Vibrant Brushed (BN)

193-4-CP Devonshire single-handle bathroom sink faucet

Features
For single-hole installation or 4-inch centers with escutchen plate
Temperature memory allows faucet to be turned on and off at any
temperature setting
1.2 gpm (4.5 Ipm) maximum flow rate at 60 psi (4.14 bar)
Includes pop-up drain with lift rod and tailpiece

Color/Finish Options

Polished Chrome (CP) Vibrant Brushed (BN)



Devonshire Collection

TS396-4-BN Devonshire® Rite-Temp® shower trim with 2.5
gpm showerhead

Features
Provides temperature regulation and automatic anti-scald protection
Single handle controls both on/off activation and temperature settings
Includes faceplate with ADA-compliant metal lever handle
Includes somgle-function 2.5 gpm (9.5Ipm) showerhead with Katalyst air-
induction technology

Color/Finish Options

Vibrant Brushed (BN)

8304-K-NA Rite-Temp(R) pressure-balancing valve body and
cartridge kit

Features
Includes valve body, pressure balancing cartridge, rough-in guide and
mudguard
1/2" Universal NPT & direct sweat inlets & outlets
5.0 gpm (18.9 I/min) maximum flow rate at 45 psi
Single lever design cycles from off through cold to hot

Color/Finish Options
NA

10554-BN Devonshire toilet paper holder

Features
Coordinates with other products in the Devonshire collection

Color/Finish Options

Vibrant Brushed (BN)



Forte Collection

10215-4-CP Forté(R) single-handle bathroom sink faucet

Features
One piece, self-contained ceramic disc valve allows both volume and
temperature control
Temperature memory allows faucet to be turned on and off at any
temperature setting
High-temperature limit setting for added safety
Metal pop-up drain with lift rod and tailpiece

Color/Finish Options

Polished Chrome (CP)

Features
Transfers water flow to up to three separate components/outlets
Components/outlets can be operated individually or in any combination of
two components at the same time
Supplied as a three-way transfer valve (360 degree handle rotation) but
can be configured onsite for two-way operation (120 degree handle
rotation)
Single handle operation.

Vibrant Brushed (BN)

728-K-NA Mastershower(R) 3/4" 2- or 3-way transfer valve

11374-BN Forté(R) toilet paper holder

Features
Coordinates with Forté faucets with sculpted lever handles

Color/Finish Options

Vibrant Brushed (BN)



Forte Collection

11375-BN Forté(R) double robe hook

Features
Coordinates with Forté faucets with sculpted lever handles

Color/Finish Options

Vibrant Brushed (BN)



Forte Collection

10215-4-CP Forté(R) single-handle bathroom sink faucet

Features
One piece, self-contained ceramic disc valve allows both volume and
temperature control
Temperature memory allows faucet to be turned on and off at any
temperature setting
High-temperature limit setting for added safety
Metal pop-up drain with lift rod and tailpiece

Color/Finish Options

Polished Chrome (CP)

Features
Transfers water flow to up to three separate components/outlets
Components/outlets can be operated individually or in any combination of
two components at the same time
Supplied as a three-way transfer valve (360 degree handle rotation) but
can be configured onsite for two-way operation (120 degree handle
rotation)
Single handle operation.

Vibrant Brushed (BN)

728-K-NA Mastershower(R) 3/4" 2- or 3-way transfer valve



Purist Collection

14436-BL Purist® 24" towel bar

Features
Coordinates with other products in the Purist collection
Installation template and tools included
Solid-brass construction for durability and reliability
KOHLER finishes resist corrosion and tarnishing

Color/Finish Options

Matte Black (BL)

22166-BL Purist® 2.5 gpm multifunction handshower with Katalyst®
airinduction technology

Features
Advanced spray engine provides three experiences: full coverage,
pulsating massage
Full coverage spray produces an encompassing spray ideal for everyday
use
Pulsating massage spray targets sore muscles to ease away aches and
pains
Silk spray releases a dense, luxurious spray ideal for rinsing

Color/Finish Options

Matte Black (BL)

965-AK-BL Purist® 2.5 gpm single-function wall-mount showerhead with
Katalyst® air-induction technology

Features
Minimizes wasteful overspray and increases cleaning and hair-rinsing
performance
MasterCleanT sprayface features an easy-to-clean surface that
withstands mineral buildup
2.5 gpm (9.5 lpm) maximum flow rate

Color/Finish Options

Matte Black (BL)



MasterShower

9514-BL MasterShower® 60" metal shower hose

Features
60-inch hose length.
Swivel base helps reach target areas.
For use with a handshower (sold separately)
Durable metal construction

Color/Finish Options

Matte Black (BL)



Toilets
Archer Comfort Height®  

Features
Twp-piece design
Elongated bowl offers added room and comfort
Comfort Height feature offers chair-height seating that makes
sitting down and standing up easier for most adults
1.28 gpf (4.8 Ipf)

The Archer Comfort Height Toilet combines exceptional performance
and the enduring transitional style of the Archer collection. Blending
subtle design elements found in Craftsman furniture and the intricate
facets of fine jewelry, this combination of beveled edges and curved
bases creates a timeless look that complements a wide range of
styles. Available in an array of KOHLER colors to match any bathroom
decor.

Color/Finish Options

White (0)

®  

3551-0 Archer® Comfort Height®
Two-piece elongated 1.28 gpf chair

height toilet

4431-0 Archer(R) 1.28 gpf toilet
tank

4356-0 Archer® Comfort Height®
Elongated chair height toilet bowl

4636-RL-0 Cachet(R) Quiet-
Close(TM) with Grip-Tight

elongated toilet seat



Toilets
Corbelle Comfort Height

Features
Twp-piece design
Elongated bowl offers added room and comfort
Skirted trapway simplifies cleaning.
Revolution 360® flushing technology generates a forceful swirling
motion to keep the bowl clean longer

The Corbelle two-piece toilet delivers powerful, clean swirl-style
flushing in a sleek skirted design. Kohler's most complete flush ever,
Revolution 360 swirl flushing technology keeps your bowl cleaner
longer than a conventional flush. Installation is easy with the
ReadyLockT system: the skirted trapway installs to the floor flange and
attaches to the toilet, eliminating the need to drill holes while offering
the same secure installation as non-skirted toilets. This WaterSense-
labeled high-efficiency toilet brings you annual water savings.

Color/Finish Options

White (0)

3814-0 Corbelle Comfort Height®
Two-piece elongated 1.28 gpf chair

height toilet

4143-0 Corbelle1 .28 gpf toilet tank
with AquaPiston flush technology

and left-hand trip AquaPiston flush
technology and left-hand trip

4144-0 Corbelle(R)Comfort
Height(R) elongated toilet bowl

with skirted trapway

4008-0 Reveal(R) Quiet-
Close(TM) with Grip-Tight

bumpers elongated toilet seat

Material
Vitreous china



Toilets
Cimarron Comfort Height

Features
Twp-piece design
Elongated bowl offers added room and comfort
Comfort Height® feature offers chair-height seating that makes
sitting down and standing up easier for most adults
1.28 gpf (4.8 lpf)

The Cimarron Comfort Height toilet has become an enduring symbol
of power and timeless beauty. Trusted for years by professionals and
homeowners, Cimarron features Kohler's most complete flush ever,
Revolution 360 swirl flush powered by the AquaPiston flush valve.
Revolution 360® swirl flushing technology keeps your bowl cleaner
longer than a conventional flush. Installation saves you time and
money, too, with Kohler's patent-pending two-bolt tank-to-bowl
omni-directional leveling system.

Color/Finish Options

White (0)

31621-0 Cimarron Comfort Height
Two-piece elongated 1.28 gpf chair

height toilet

31615-0 Cimarron 1.28 gpf toilet
tank

31588-0 Cimarron Elongated chair
height toilet bowl

4008-0 Reveal Quiet-Close with
Grip-Tight bumpers elongated

toilet seat



Toilets
Highline Comfort Height

Features
Twp-piece design
Elongated bowl offers added room and comfort
Comfort Height® feature offers chair-height seating that makes
sitting down and standing up easier for most adults
1.6 gpf (6.0 lpf)

Innovative features and performance have made Highline toilets an
industry benchmark since 1966. Continuing the tradition is this two-
piece Highline toilet, which provides a standard chair height and an
elongated bowl for maximum comfort. Precision engineering delivers
powerful flushing at 1.6 gallons per flush. With its versatile looks,
Highline complements a variety of bathroom styles.

Color/Finish Options

White (0)

3979-0 Highline® Comfort Height®
Two-piece elongated 1.6 gpf chair

height toilet

4468-0 Wellworth(R) 1.6 gpf tank

4199-0 Highline(R) Comfort
Height(R) elongated bowl

4636-RL-0 Cachet(R) Quiet-
Close(TM) with Grip-Tight

elongated toilet seat



Toilets
Betello Comfort Height

Features
Twp-piece design
Elongated bowl offers added room and comfort
Skirted trapway simplifies cleaning
ContinuousClean system automatically dispenses cleaning
solution with every flush

Innovative features and performance have made Highline toilets an
industry benchmark since 1966. Continuing the tradition is this two-
piece Highline toilet, which provides a standard chair height and an
elongated bowl for maximum comfort. Precision engineering delivers
powerful flushing at 1.6 gallons per flush. With its versatile looks,
Highline complements a variety of bathroom styles.

Color/Finish Options

White (0)

20198-0 Betello(TM) Comfort
Height(R) with ContinuousClean

two-piece elongated 1.28 gpf toilet

20204-0 Betello(TM) with
ContinuousClean 1.28 gpf toilet

tank with AquaPiston(R) flushing
technology and left hand trip lever

20148-0 Betello(TM) Comfort
Height(R) elongated toilet bowl
with skirted trapway, seat not

included

4636-RL-0 Cachet(R) Quiet-
Close(TM) with Grip-Tight

elongated toilet seat



1946-LA-0 Archer(R) 60" x 30" alcove bath with integral apron, integral flange
and left-hand drain

1946-RA-0 Archer(R) 60" x 30" alcove bath with integral apron, integral
flange and right-hand drain

Color/Finish Options

7272-CP Clearflo Slotted overflow bath drain

Color/Finish Options

Tubs
Features

Integral flange helps prevent water from seeping behind wall
Comfort Depth design offers a convenient 19" step-over height
Integral lumbar support
Slotted overflow allows for deep soaking

Color/Finish Options

White (0)

Features
Comfort Depth design offers a convenient 19" step-over height
Integral flange helps prevent water from seeping behind wall
Integral lumbar support
Slotted overflow allows for deep soaking

Features
No internal linkages, reducing the chance of clogs in the overflow pipe.
Ball-joint construction for easy installation.
Includes toe-activated closing, and PVC tee and pipe.
For use with ElevanceT, ArcherT, Underscore®, RêveT, and ParityT baths and
whirlpools.

Polished Chrome (CP) Vibrant Brushed (BN)

White (0)



Kitchen Faucets 

560-VS Bellera(R) single-hole or three-hole kitchen sink faucet with pulldown
16-3/4" spout

Features
Three-function pull-down sprayhead with touch-control
Sweep® spray creates a wide, forceful blade of water for superior cleaning.
Boost technology increases the flow rate by 30% with the press of a button
High-arch spout offers superior clearance for filling pots and cleaning

Color/Finish Options

596-VS Simplice® single-hole or three-hole kitchen sink faucet
with 16-5/8" pull-down spout

Features
Three-function pull-down sprayhead with touch-control
Sweep® spray creates a wide, forceful blade of water for superior cleaning.
Boost technology increases the flow rate by 30% with the press of a button.

Color/Finish Options

Vibrant Stainless (VS)

596-BL Simplice® single-hole or three-hole kitchen sink faucet with 16-5/8"
pull-down spout

Features
Three-function pull-down sprayhead with touch-control
Sweep® spray creates a wide, forceful blade of water for superior cleaning.
Boost technology increases the flow rate by 30% with the press of a button.

Color/Finish Options
NA

Vibrant Stainless (VS)

Matte Black (BL)



6489-0 Whitehaven® Undermount single-bowl farmhouse kitchen sink

5827-0 Whitehaven® 32-11/16" x 21-9/16" x 9-5/8" Undermount
single-bowl farmhouse sink

Color/Finish Options

6486-0 Whitehaven® 29-1/2" x 21-9/16" x 9-5/8" Undermount
single-bowl farmhouse kitchen sink

Color/Finish Options

Kitchen Sinks
Features

Fits minimum 36" apron sink base cabinet
Single bowl
9" (229 mm) depth provides generous workspace
Self-Trimming apron overlaps the cabinet face for easy installation and
beautiful results

Color/Finish Options

White (0)

Features
Fits minimum 33-inch apron sink base cabinet
Single bowl
9" (229 mm) depth provides generous workspace
Self-Trimming apron overlaps the cabinet face for easy installation and
beautiful results

Features
30-inch minimum base cabinet width
Single bowl
9" (229 mm) depth provides generous workspace
Short 6-11/16-inch apron allows sink to be used in new or existing standard
cabinetry

White (0)

White (0)



6488-0 Whitehaven® 35-1/2" x 21-9/16" x 9-5/8" Undermount
single-bowl farmhouse kitchen sink

6487-0 Whitehaven® 29-1/2" x 21-9/16" x 9-5/8" Undermount
single-bowl farmhouse kitchen sink

Color/Finish Options

6427-0 Whitehaven® Self-Trimming(R) Smart Divide(R) 35-1/2" x 21-9/16" x
9-5/8" undermount large/medium farmhouse kitchen sink with tall apron

Color/Finish Options

Kitchen Sinks
Features

36" minimum base cabinet width
Single bowl
9" (229 mm) depth provides generous workspace
Self-Trimming apron overlaps the cabinet face for easy installation

Color/Finish Options

White (0)

Features
30-inch minimum base cabinet width
Single bowl
9" (229 mm) depth provides generous workspace
Tall 8-13/16-inch apron

Features
Fits minimum 36-inch apron sink base cabinet
Large/medium bowls
9" (229 mm) depth provides generous workspace
Self-Trimming apron overlaps the cabinet face for easy installation
and beautiful results

White (0)

White (0)



3943-NA Vault(TM) 35-1/2" x 21-1/4" x 9-5/16" under-mount singlebowl
kitchen sink

11600-NA McAllister(R) 32" x 18" x 9" Undercounter Single-basin
Kitchen Sink

11447-NA McAllister(R) 24" x 18" x 8" Undercounter Single-basin
Kitchen Sink

Kitchen Sinks
Features

36" minimum base cabinet width
Single bowl
9" (229 mm) depth provides generous workspace
Self-Trimming apron overlaps the cabinet face for easy installation

Features
Under-mount
No faucet holes to accommodate either wall-mount or countertop faucets
9-5/16"-deep single bowl
3-5/8" rear drain opening

Features
Under-mount
No faucet holes to accommodate either wall-mount or countertop faucets
8"-deep single bowl
3-3/4" drain opening



8801-VS Duostrainer(R) sink drain and strainer with tailpiece

11352-BS Disposal flange with stopper

Color/Finish Options

6639-ST Stainless steel sink racks for 36" Whitehaven(R)

Color/Finish Options

Kitchen Sinks Accessories
Features

Removable basket strainer with open/close stopper
Tailpiece included
Quick-locking installation system

Color/Finish Options

Vibrant Stainless (VS)

Features
Fits standard garbage disposal units (4-1/2-inch diam.,1-5/8-inch depth)
Perfect color match with KOHLER finishes
Includes Disposal Flange and Stopper
Fits standard garbage disposal units (4-1/2-inch diam.,1-5/8-inch depth)

Features
Fits in the bowl of the K-6488 and K-6489 Whitehaven kitchen sinks
Includes left and right racks
Durable, electro-polished stainless-steel construction
Helps protect sink surface from daily wear

Vibrant Stainless (VS)

Vibrant Stainless
(VS)



6449-ST Whitehaven® Stainless steel rack for Whitehaven(R) 
K-5826/5827 sinks

Kitchen Sinks Accessories
Features

Fits in the bowl of the K-5826 and K-5827 Whitehaven kitchen sinks
Durable, electro-polished stainless-steel construction
Helps protect sink surface from daily wear
Dishwasher-safe

Color/Finish Options

Vibrant Stainless (VS)



20000-0 Caxton(R) Rectangle under-mount bathroom
sink with overflow and clamp assembly

2210-0 Caxton(R) Oval 17" x 14" under-mount bathroom
sink with overflow and clamp assembly

Color/Finish Options

Vanity & Utility Sinks
Features

Rectangular basin
Overflow drain
No faucet holes; requires wall- or countermount faucet
Vitreous china

Color/Finish Options

White (0)

Features
Oval basin with unglazed underside
Overflow drain
Fits standard 14- x 17-inch countertop cutout
Undermount

White (0)



Medicine Cabinet Accessory

99012-NA Verdera(R) side mirror kit

Features
Required for surface mounting of Verdera medicine cabinets
Includes two side mirrors and all hardware


